Should patients with a hip or femur fracture sustained abroad be repatriated for surgery?
To investigate the clinical outcome of patients with hip or femur fractures sustained while travelling, depending on the place where surgery was performed (abroad or in Switzerland). This was an ambispective cohort study of 90 patients in two groups. Outcome measures were: number and type of complications, impairment of walking ability at six months compared to the preoperative state, and chronic pain with ongoing use of analgesic medication at six months A total of 62 patients were transported to be operated on in Switzerland, and 28 patients received their surgery abroad. Age and gender distribution of the two groups were comparable, as was comorbidity status. A total of 64% of patients operated on abroad suffered one or more complications, as compared with 37% of patients operated on in Switzerland (p = 0.01). Logistical regression showed no evidence of an association between the variables investigated as possible confounding factors and the outcome, the place where surgery was performed (abroad or at home), was the only predictor of complications in general and of a reoperation in particular (95% confidence intervals 1.55-13.7 and 1.39-41.25, respectively). When compared with their preoperative state, 89% of patients operated on abroad reported some postoperative walking impairment, compared with 57% of patients operated on in Switzerland (p = 0.004). A total of 59% of patients operated on abroad had to use analgesic medication intermittently or regularly six months after surgery, as compared with 35% of patients operated on in Switzerland (p = 0.03). Swiss patients with hip or femoral fractures sustained while travelling in a foreign country had fewer complications and a better functional outcome if repatriated and operated on in Switzerland than if operated on abroad. The reasons for this unexpected result remain unclear. Medical, ethnic and psychological factors could well play a part. These results need further clarification and should be tested in larger studies with different pathologies.